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It is well known that no interesting theory can be developed upon the general 
concept of closure spaces, without any further specification. A very important class 
of closure spaces is constituted by independence spaces. On the other hand, 
F. Buekenhout uses closure structures to define abstract projective spaces. In order 
to get there, he defines an intermediate class of closure spaces, called dimensional 
spaces, which already possess some structural regularity. The main result of this 
note is the fact that independence spaces and dimensional spaces are equivalent. 
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Let us first recall some elementary facts: a closure space (E, G) is a set E 
and a map g: 2E -+ 2”, called a closure operator, satisfying 
(Cl) PcaP 
(C2) P G Q implies aP G CQ 
(C3) aoP = aP 
for any P, Q G E. A set PG E is a jlat if aP= P. P is independent if 
x $ o(P - x) for every x E P and dependent otherwise. P is spanning if 
OP = E. A base is a minimal spanning set, or equivalently a set that is 
spanning as well as independent. 
We denote by 9 (resp. 39, 9) the set of all independent sets (resp. bases, 
flats) relative to (E, B). If PG E, oPQ = (aQ) n P clearly defines a closure 
operator op on P, called the restriction of cr to P. We denote by 9(P) (resp. 
ST(P), 9(P)) the independent sets (resp. bases, flats) relative to (P, bp). 
One easily checks that Y(P) = f n 2’ and that B(P) = W(oP) n 2p. 
One already sees that in a closure space, a maximal independent set is 
not necessarily a base (consider the Euclidean plane with its convex 
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closure, and take an ellipse). In order to give a closure operator a more 
algebraic look, one often considers the following condition: 
(FC) IE 9 iff I’ E .a for any I’ cc I. 
(Here, A cc B means A is finite and included in B.) If this condition holds, 
(E, a) is said to have finite character. 
We can then characterize a more restricted class of closure spaces, in 
which the base problem above no longer occurs: 
PROPOSITION. If (E, CT) has finite character, then the following properties 
are equivalent: 
(Dl) IEJJ and.xEE-al imply IUXE.~ 
(D2) FEN and .u$ F imply that a(Fux) covers F in 9 
(D3) IfPc_EandI~.9(P), then IcBfor some Beg(P) 
(D4) Ifx, GEE, PCE, then x~~(Puy)-aP implies y~cr(Pux) 
- OP 
(D5) If P c E, all maximal members of 9(P) are in 9(P). 
Proof Buekenhout [l] already states the equivalence of (Dl), (D2), 
(D3). We will give a complete proof of the proposition. 
(D4)=(Dl). Let IEY and .x$oI. If Iux$Y then we can find 
y E I u x such that y E O( Iu .Y - y ). But y = x implies x E al, a contradiction; 
and yeI implies y$a(I-y), hence by (D4), .XEC$~UI--xX), the same 
contradiction. Thus I u .Y E 4. 
(Dl)*(D5). Let PEE, I maximal in Y(P), but I$g(P). We can 
then find x E P - al, and (Dl ) shows that Iv x E Y(P), contradicting the 
maximality of I in Y(P). 
(D5)=(D3). Let ~‘={KEY(P):IEK}. Then ,a’#@ and (FC) 
implies that the union of any chain of 4’ is in 9’, hence 9’ has a maximal 
member B by Zorn’s lemma. Clearly, B is also maximal in 9(P), hence by 
(D5), BE%?(P). 
(D3)=(Dl). If IEY and x$aI then by (D3), there is Be&l(Iux) 
such that 1~ B. B= I would imply x$ aB, a contradiction. Hence 
Iux=B~9. 
((Dl) and (D3)) * (D2). Let FEY, XE F, and assume there is W 
such that Fc WC a(Fu X) (where c denotes proper inclusion). By (D3), 
g(F)#@, so let Be&?(F). Then BUXE~ by (Dl) and o(Bux)= 
a(Fux), hence BuxE?~~((T(Fux)). Let YE W-F, thus Buy~y(W) by 
(Dl ). If x E W, then a( B u x) C_ W, a contradiction. Hence, x $ W and (Dl ) 
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again implies Bu x u~‘~Ya(a(Fu x)), which contradicts that Bu x is a 
base of a(Fu x). 
(D2) * (Dl). Let ZEN, .x$ al, and assume that Iv ~$9. We can 
then find y E Zu x such that y E o(Zu x - JJ). As above, y = x is impossible, 
hence y E I and o(Zu x - y) = a(Zu x). Since x 4 0(1-y), (D2) implies that 
o(Zu x - y) covers a(Z-u). Since al lies properly between those two sets, 
this is a contradiction; thus Zu .X E 9. 
((Dl) and (D3))*(D4). Let P&E, x, GEE such that x$aP, 
x E a(P u y), but v # o(P u X) - aP. Then y E OP would imply a(P u y) = 
aP, which is impossible; hence y $ a(P u x). By (D3), there is BE 98(P), 
hence Bu XE .a by (Dl). Actually, Bu x~g(Pu X) (which is easily 
checked), hence B u x u ~1 E .f by (Dl ) again. It follows that x $ (T( B u y) = 
a( P u I), a contradiction. Q.E.D. 
Buekenhout defines a dimensional space (in French, “espace dimension- 
nel”) as a closure space of finite character satisfying (Dl), (D2), (D3) (and 
(D4), (D5)). (D3) now implies that bases exist and (D5) states that every 
maximal independent set is a base. Buekenhout easily shows that all bases 
of a dimensional space have the same cardinality, called the rank of E. 
He also shows that all dimensional closures are finitarv, i.e., the 
following property holds: 
(FT) If P G E and x E oP, then x E a(P’) for some P’ CC P 
The following proof is shorter than Buekenhout’s argument. 
Proof If XE P, there is nothing to prove. Thus let x E oP- P and 
BE g(P). Hence, B u x $ .a and by (FC ), there is B’ cc B such that 
B’ u x q! 9. Now, either x E a(B’), or there is y E B’ such that 
y E a(B’ u x -v). In the latter case, we note that y 4 o(B’ - y), hence 
x E o(B’) by (D4). It then suffices to take P’ = B’. Q.E.D. 
Welsh ([a], Chap. 20) takes (Cl), (C2), (C3), (D4), (FT) as axioms for 
an independence space structure in terms of a closure operator. On the 
other hand, it is easy to see that (FT) 3 (FC) in any closure space. Thus 
as announced, dimensional spaces and independence spaces are exactly the 
same. 
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